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Think smart 
and recognise 
the warning 
signs

There are a number of telephone 
based scams which are aimed at 
either trying to get you to call a 
premium rate number or to pass on 
your bank account, credit card or 
personal details.

Fraudsters are increasingly targeting consumers over the 
telephone, posing as bank staff, police officers, other officials 
or companies in a position of trust.  

Criminals will come up with all sorts of stories to trick you 
into giving them information that they can then use to steal 
from you. They don’t need much – just a few personal details 
or information about your bank account could be enough for 
them to steal your money. 

Anyone can fall victim to these crimes. But you can protect 
yourself by recognising the warning signs of a scam: 

       Impersonating your bank
A scammer may try to con you into handing over your bank card, 
claiming to be from your banks saying your account is at risk. 
Don’t agree to send them your card or give it to a courier – your 
bank would never do this. 

       Multiple calls that build trust
Scammers will often call you a number of times in an attempt to 
form a friendly relationship. If you respond in any way they will 
persist, try and build trust, and may eventually persuade you to part 
with your money. Having obtained some money from you they will 
probably call again to try to persuade you to ‘invest’ more money. 

       Fake bank call centre
The scammer will give the number of your bank to call back, but 
when you put the phone down they stay on the line. This means 
the line isn’t broken so that when you think you’ve called your 
bank you’re actually still speaking to the same person. If you get 
a call like this always check the line by first dialling the number of 
someone you know. 

       Fake investment opportunities
 Investment scams, also known as ‘boiler room’ scams, are a 
serious problem. Scammers will cold-call you and try to sell 
you investments in stocks and shares, or for example in wine, 
jewellery, carbon credits or land. The scammers may call 
you several times and may even give you details of previous 
investments you’ve made. They will try to persuade you that they 
are reputable but the investments they offer are worthless. Don’t 
let the person pressure you into buying. 

  If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is! 
  If you’re contacted by someone you’ve never heard 

of, whether it’s a company or individual – the chances 
are it is a scam. 

  If you’re asked to give an immediate answer, hang up 
-  scammers want you to part with your money 

immediately, so they’ll say things that may make it 
difficult for you to say no to.

  If you’re asked for personal details such as your 
bank account, date of birth, pin number - this is a sure 
sign of a scam, as reliable companies or your bank 
would never ask for this information.  

Common 
scams to 
listen out for

HANDY TIPS...

You can reduce the amount of unwanted phone calls by 
contacting your local phone company or registering with the 
telephone preference service (TPS). You can do this by calling 
0845 0700 707 or by using their website registration form 
found at www.tpsonline.org.uk/tps.

By registering free with the TPS it becomes a legal 
requirement that companies do not make unsolicited sales 
and marketing telephone calls to your number. The service 
becomes active after 28 days. 

Remember though that scammers do not play by the rules 
and even if you register with the TPS you might still receive 
scam calls.

Steps to take to 
reduce sales and 
marketing calls

How to Report a Scam 
If you think you have been targeted by a scam or fallen 
victim, please do not hesitate to contact the States of Jersey 
Police on 612 612 or speak to a friend or family member. 

Remember that if you are a victim of a scam, or an 
attempted scam, however minor, there may be hundreds 
or thousands of other people in a similar position. Your 
information may form part of one big jigsaw and may be 
vital to completing the picture.   

More information can be found on  
www.fraudprevention.je or visit the  
States of Jersey Police

GET HELP!



You should always be suspicious of any calls 
from people saying they represent banks and 
other organisations you haven’t dealt with before 
and it should always ring alarm bells. Don’t be 
afraid to hang up or end the call with a brief ‘no, 
thank you’.

 Never give any personal details or details 
about your finances – such as your bank 
account details, PIN or bank card details to any 
cold callers. If you are contacted by someone 
who asks for these, hang up!

 Use a different phone to report the call to 
police or allow at least five minutes for your 
phone line to clear automatically.

  Never send money to anyone you do not 
know or trust, whether in Jersey, the UK or 
abroad, or use methods of payment that you are 
not comfortable with. 

 If you have any doubts about your bank 
account always attend your bank in person.

 If you have an answerphone, it can be a 
useful way to screen your calls. 

 Do not be embarrassed to report a scam, 
because the scammers are cunning and 
clever, there is no shame in being deceived. By 
reporting it you will make it more difficult for 
them to deceive others.

Note down any telephone numbers if possible. 

If in doubt the safest thing to 
do is hang up

RULES TO REMEMBER...

!

“I received lots of calls in the middle of  
the afternoon, from people or companies I 
didn’t know.
And there were all sorts of people… trying to sell me things, 
that I had won a fabulous prize or that they had a not-to-be-
missed investment opportunity.

They could be quite persistent. Ringing and ringing, I would 
answer just to make the ringing stop. But it never stopped… 

But a couple of months ago, I got a call from a very polite 
man saying he was from my bank. He said, there was some 
sort of problem and they were going to have to transfer my 
account. He seemed to know lots of things, which I found a 
little odd at first:  a bit unsettling. But then I thought to myself, 
well, if he was from the bank he would know things about me 
so it made sense. 

He then told me I should ring this other number and that 
everything would be fixed and I wouldn’t need to go into the 
bank or anything like that. I just needed to speak to the bank 
people on the phone.

So I called the number and they asked me for a few details 
about my account… so that they could verify my account. 
I told them the account number and a few other bits of 
personal information (address, date of birth, etc). I didn’t 
really think anything of it. Because they all seemed so nice 
and, well, I suppose professional… And, it was only when 
I got my next bank statement a couple of weeks later that I 
noticed something was very wrong. 

It turns out that they weren’t from the bank all….they took my 
details and stole nearly £10,000 from my accounts. I feel so 
stupid to have trusted them and am now afraid every time my 
phone rings, that it might be them again and don’t feel safe in 
my own home.” 

Rosie’s 
story...


